


What is the Natural Resource What is the Natural Resource 
Curse?Curse?

•• Many developing countries with abundant Many developing countries with abundant 
natural resources actually experience natural resources actually experience 
lower rates of economic growth than lower rates of economic growth than 
countries with few natural resourcescountries with few natural resources



Primary ExplanationsPrimary Explanations

1. 1. ““Dutch DiseaseDutch Disease””
2. Transfer of talent and 2. Transfer of talent and 

innovation away from exportinnovation away from export--
based sectors of the economybased sectors of the economy

3. Rent3. Rent--seeking and corruptionseeking and corruption
4. Resource volatility4. Resource volatility



1.1.““Dutch DiseaseDutch Disease””
•• The Economist The Economist 

(1977)(1977)
•• 1960s 1960s -- Discovery Discovery 

of large natural gas of large natural gas 
deposits in the deposits in the 
North Sea North Sea 

•• Subsequent shift in Subsequent shift in 
resources and resources and 
decline in the decline in the 
manufacturing manufacturing 
sectorsector



1. Dutch Disease: De1. Dutch Disease: De--industrializationindustrialization

•• Benefits of natural resource extraction Benefits of natural resource extraction 
usually accrue to members of the usually accrue to members of the 
population with little incentive to invest population with little incentive to invest 
in an economically productively in an economically productively 
mannermanner

•• Income typically spent on nonIncome typically spent on non--traded traded 
goods (i.e. domestic transportation, goods (i.e. domestic transportation, 
construction, utilities)construction, utilities)



1. Dutch Disease: De1. Dutch Disease: De--industrializationindustrialization

•• ““Crowding outCrowding out”” manufacturingmanufacturing
–– Natural resources tend to crowd out Natural resources tend to crowd out ““activity Xactivity X”” which which 

is crucial to economic growth (usually manufacturing) is crucial to economic growth (usually manufacturing) 
–– Revenues from natural resource exports raise Revenues from natural resource exports raise 

purchasing power of economy, which is partially spent purchasing power of economy, which is partially spent 
on nonon non--tradable goods and servicestradable goods and services

–– Due to high demand, prices of nonDue to high demand, prices of non--tradable goods tradable goods 
and wages riseand wages rise

–– Manufacturing sector is unable to compete on the Manufacturing sector is unable to compete on the 
world market due to high domestic input pricesworld market due to high domestic input prices

–– In some cases, foreign producers may enter the In some cases, foreign producers may enter the 
market and drive down prices to level where domestic market and drive down prices to level where domestic 
producers cannot competeproducers cannot compete



1. Dutch Disease: Resource 1. Dutch Disease: Resource 
Movement EffectMovement Effect



1.1. Dutch DiseaseDutch Disease
1970s: Netherlands1970s: Netherlands

Influx of revenue from natural gas led to increased Influx of revenue from natural gas led to increased 
spending on social programsspending on social programs



1. Dutch Disease1. Dutch Disease
1970s: Netherlands1970s: Netherlands

•• Creation of Creation of ““safety netsafety net”” social programs resulted in high social programs resulted in high 
levels of unemploymentlevels of unemployment

•• ““Crowding outCrowding out”” of manufacturing also led to lost jobsof manufacturing also led to lost jobs



2. Talent and Innovation2. Talent and Innovation

•• Large rents to be gained in the natural Large rents to be gained in the natural 
resource sector siphon talent and resource sector siphon talent and 
innovation away from other sectorsinnovation away from other sectors

•• Lower rates of innovation result in Lower rates of innovation result in 
lower rates of economic developmentlower rates of economic development

•• Population chooses to forgo education, Population chooses to forgo education, 
and to work directly in the and to work directly in the nontradeablenontradeable
sector sector vsvs skilled manufacturing jobsskilled manufacturing jobs



3. Rent Seeking & Corruption3. Rent Seeking & Corruption
•• Abundant natural resources and subsequent Abundant natural resources and subsequent 

revenue tend to lead to revenue tend to lead to ““massive rentmassive rent--seeking seeking 
among government and eliteamong government and elite”” ((KronenbergKronenberg))

•• Rent seeking is more common in countries with Rent seeking is more common in countries with 
abundant resources because there are huge abundant resources because there are huge 
barriers to entry barriers to entry –– land controlled by government land controlled by government 
or corporate monopolyor corporate monopoly

•• Conflicts arise over distribution of natural Conflicts arise over distribution of natural 
resource revenueresource revenue
–– impedes growth, as productive resources are drawn impedes growth, as productive resources are drawn 

into noninto non--productive activitiesproductive activities



3. Rent Seeking & Corruption3. Rent Seeking & Corruption

•• Corruption results in less foreign Corruption results in less foreign 
investmentinvestment

•• Natural resource abundance creates false Natural resource abundance creates false 
sense of security regarding a countrysense of security regarding a country’’s s 
economic situation: economic situation: 
–– Political elites will rely on income from natural Political elites will rely on income from natural 

resources rather than pursue painful resources rather than pursue painful 
economic reformseconomic reforms



4. Resource Volatility4. Resource Volatility
•• Shock in demand for main export can Shock in demand for main export can 

have huge impacts on exchange rate have huge impacts on exchange rate 
•• Volatility has been shown to be negatively Volatility has been shown to be negatively 

correlated with growth and investmentcorrelated with growth and investment
•• Global recession in 1998 and decline in Global recession in 1998 and decline in 

world commodity pricesworld commodity prices
–– Collapse of Russian rubleCollapse of Russian ruble

•• Natural resources account for 80% of exports and Natural resources account for 80% of exports and 
32% of government revenues 32% of government revenues (CIA (CIA FactbookFactbook))

•• Relatively quick economic recovery due to high oil Relatively quick economic recovery due to high oil 
prices in 1999prices in 1999--20002000



““DiseasedDiseased”” Countries?Countries?
•• NigeriaNigeria

–– Poverty rate increased from 27 Poverty rate increased from 27 
percent in 1980 to 66 percent in percent in 1980 to 66 percent in 
1996. By 1999 it was estimated that 1996. By 1999 it was estimated that 
more than 70 percent of Nigerians more than 70 percent of Nigerians 
lived in poverty (IMF)lived in poverty (IMF)

–– Conflict over resources: Government Conflict over resources: Government 
vsvs Movement for the Emancipation Movement for the Emancipation 
of the Nigerian Delta (MEND)of the Nigerian Delta (MEND)

•• AzerbaijanAzerbaijan
–– Currency: Currency: ““The inflation rate The inflation rate 

predictably increased from about 5.5 predictably increased from about 5.5 
percent in December 2005 to about percent in December 2005 to about 
10.2 percent in August 200610.2 percent in August 2006””

–– Government Expenditures: Government Expenditures: ““For the For the 
first half of 2006, expenditure first half of 2006, expenditure 
increased by more than 70 percent increased by more than 70 percent 
in nominal terms compared with the in nominal terms compared with the 
first half of 2005.first half of 2005.”” (Radio Free (Radio Free 
Europe)Europe)



Can Can ““Dutch DiseaseDutch Disease”” be avoided?be avoided?

•• Primary concern of financial institutions Primary concern of financial institutions 
(World Bank/IMF):(World Bank/IMF):
–– ““Democratic, consensual and transparent Democratic, consensual and transparent 

processesprocesses”” ((StiglitzStiglitz))
–– AntiAnti--corruption programscorruption programs
–– Assistance of Western governmentsAssistance of Western governments
–– Stabilization fundsStabilization funds


